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Exide Industries Ltd. reported a sharp jump of 23.1% in revenues to Rs. 2371.3 cr
during Q2FY18. The growth in revenues was underpinned by both Automotive
and Industrial segment due to pick up in fresh demand and higher restocking by
dealers. In the Automotive Battery segment, higher growth in underlying industry
especially Two-Wheelers (up 12.6%) and Commercial Vehicles (up 12.0%) led the
OEM growth while replacement sales were aided by improving demand and
restocking by dealers. Pick up in industrial activities supported growth of industrial
battery segment. In particular, higher growth was seen in telecom and UPS
batteries. However, continuously escalating lead prices is putting pressure on
company’s gross margins which have fallen from 38.7% in Q2FY17 to 33% during
current quarter. On sequential basis, the margins have fallen 400bps. Exide’s
Gross Margin dropped 50 bps YoY to 36.1% while sequentially it was down 30
bps on the back of increase in lead prices.
Various cost control measures adopted by the management helped them to
contain other operating overheads which capped the impact on EBITDA margin to
-250bps YoY and -290bps QoQ. Exide’s EBITDA stood at Rs. 296.0 cr, up 2.3%
YoY. During the quarter company had to incur a one off expense to the tune Rs.
41 cr towards settlement of dispute with a US based company Exide Technologies
Inc, for usage of the name Exide in India. Adjusting for that, Exide reported PAT of
Rs. 191.1 cr, implying growth of 5.1% YoY and 1.1% QoQ
Outlook for Lead Prices and impact on Exide:
The outlook for lead prices continues to remain positive as demand is consistently
outgrowing supply. Nearly 60 percent of lead-zinc mines in China have been
shut-down due to environmental inspections in Sichuan province while exports
from North Korea, China’s second-largest lead ore and concentrate supplier, have
been halted due to sanctions put in place by the UN. On demand side, there is a
sharp rise of ~23% in net imports by the US. There is also a strong rise in Chinese
usage of 16.4%. European demand increased by a modest 1.5% and overall
global demand for current CY is up by 11.5%.
1-Yr Lead Price Trend
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Lead forms around 48-52% of Sales for Exide forming bulk of its costs Nearly 40% of company’s business with OEM’s and
institutional customers have pass through clause and they are protected from increase in lead prices in that respect. However,
in case of aftermarket sales (60% of business) they are exposed to price volatility.
Average price of lead (per kg) was ~Rs. 125 during Q2FY17 which rose to Rs. 140 during Q3 and further to Rs. 150 during
Q4FY17. During the same period, INR appreciated 6-7% which lowered the pain for Exide as nearly 70% of its RM is imported.
Our channel checks suggests that Exide took price hikes of 8-12% across products to pass on the increase in RM price and also
in anticipation of GST. Post GST implementation, there were price cuts to the extent of 4-7% on 2W and 4W batteries due to
lower rate on 2W and passing on of Input Tax Credit benefits.
Since September, lead prices have increases another 8-10% to Rs. 165 levels. On doing channel checks it was learnt that the
company has not taken any price hike as of yet. The new pricing catalogue is expected in next 10-15 days and they mentioned
that company waits for a quarter before they hike prices. Only if lead prices settle higher for a considerable period, they take a
hike
Valuation & View:
Exide has planned a capex of Rs. 1400 crore which would be used for technical upgradation, rolling out of new products and
capacity expansion. Out of Rs. 1,400 crore, Rs. 700 crore has been spent at Haldia plant for manufacturing new technology
punch grid batteries and expanding capacity. Rest would be spread across all the other plants during current fiscal. The
company will also be introducing robotics technology across its plants which will increase automation and rationalize
manpower costs. Entire funding would be done from internal accruals.
Exide has implemented ‘Punched Grid Technology’ for the manufacture of batteries at its plant in Haldia. Battery grids
produced using the ‘Punched Grid Technology’ are highly corrosion resistant and exhibit structural rigidity, which results in
longer battery life It is a next generation technology and according to the management the life of batteries would improve by
about 20%. These batteries would be primarily for after-market and company as of yet have not tied up with any OEMs for this
battery. The company has entered into technological tie up with US based East Penn Manufacturing Company.
Owing to consistent increase in lead prices, which is putting pressure on company’s margins, and impending structural change
in industry in terms of higher expected usage of Lithium Ion batteries and electrification of vehicles, we are cutting our earnings
multiple on battery business from 20X to 18X. We are valuing the insurance business at 2.5X Embedded value which is 30%
discount to market leader ICICI Prudential Accordingly we are valuing Exide Ind at Rs. 237 based on our SoTP valuation, which
represents an upside of 15% from CMP and recommend a BUY on the stock.

Exide Standalone EPS
P/E Assigned
Value per Share (I)
Embedded Value per share of Insurance Business
Multiple Assigned
Value per Share (II)
Total Value per Share

FY19E
9.7
18X
Rs. 175
24.7
2.5X
Rs. 62
237

3-Yr Price comparison
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The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by DSPL and are subject to change without any notice. The report and
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to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of
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This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has
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evaluate the investment risks. DSPL or its associates accept no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use
of this report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to
understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in
projections. Forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice.
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